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Q-1 Solve the fottowing MCes. (Any 6)
Finding the location of the element with a given value is:

a. Merging
b. Traversal
c. Searching
d. Sorting

Base address of array contains address of
a, Array element
b. Lst array element
c. last array element

. d. all Array elements

Arrays are best data structures
a. for relatively permanent collections of data
b' for the size ofthe structure and the data in the structure are constantly

changing
c. for both of above situation
d. for none of above situation

when a new node is inserted in between a linked list,which of these istrue?a. only the nodes that appear after the new node need to be movedb. only the nodes that appear before the new node need to be movedc' The nodes that appear before and after the new node need to be movedd. none
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5 The prefixexpression forthe infixexpression a * (b+ c)/e_ f isa. /x a+bc_ef
b. -/*+abcef
c. /*a+bcef
d. none ofthe above

6 which of following are dynamic memory ailocation functions in
a. New
b. Delete
c. Malloc
d. Realloc

7 An algorithm that cails itserf directry or indirectry is known as
a. Sub algorithm
b. Recursion

c. polish notation
d. Traversal algorithm
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9 Availability Stack contains _a. Free nodes
b. Allocated nodes
c. Both ofthe above
d. None ofthe above

10 One difference between a queue and a stack is:a. eueues require dynamic memory, but stacks do not.b. Stacks require dynamic memory, but queues do-not.c. eueues use two ends of the structure; ,rr.t , use only one.d. Stacks use two ends ofthe structure, ;r";;; use only one.
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Answer the following questions. (Any B)
Define Non-primitive bata Structure.
List any 5 applications of DS.
Give example of postfix expression,
Define B tree.
What is the use of pEEp operation?
Why height balanced tree is used?
What is Stack Overflow fetal error?
Differentiate: Simple eueue Vs Circular eueue.
write generarized formura for carcurating address of N dimensionar array erement.Draw string storage structure using speJat field.

Answer the following questions. (Any 4)
write an argorithm for insertion or new eiement into the stack.Give types of linked list.
Draw a binary Tree for the expression :

A*B_(C+D) *(p/e)
what are the differences between Recursive and Non-Recursive FunctionWhat is the difference be B tree & B+ tree?
Assume that 4 bytes of storage is required to hord each element of three dimensional Array Aand storage for array begins with location 2000 in memory. tr suoscripts limits are L<=i<=3,1<=j<=3, -L<=k<=O then calculate address of A(2,3,0).
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Answer the following questions. (Any 2)
Explain stack and its operitions with Lxamp-res. (write argorithm arso)Create B tree from given order of keys:

78 9 2 35 6s 4 1_41,9 20 85 26 94 46 gO 69 6 1.6

TB]

W:[:iii,::l:l:T]:::rrron of new eremenr at the rast position of the Linked Listwrite algorithm for postfix Expression evaruation.
*** All the Bestx**


